
ageLOC  Facial  Spa
Nu Skin Facial Spa  to improve facial contour and
make skin look more voluminous. This powerful
device stimulates and tones your skin for an improved
appearance. A medical skin care solution. Nu Skin®
Facial Spa uses microcurrent technology to stimulate
and tone your skin. Indulge in a rewarding  for visible
results.
Stimulates skin for improved appearance.
Provides facial toning, improving facial contour and
making skin look more voluminous.

ageLOC  LumiSpa  iO

ageLOC  Tru Face Essence Ultra
A powerhouse treatment featuring exclusive firming

technology

ageLOC targets the sources of aging to help preserve

the look of youth and reduce the appearance of aging.

Specially formulated with Tru Face FirmPlex to deliver

visibly firmer skin than ever before.

Helps visibly lift and firm skin and improve elasticity and

bounce for a healthier, more youthful, lifted look.

Provides instant benefits so skin feels softer and smoother after just one
use.
Delivers seven skin benefits: skin renewal, smoothness, radiance, a more
refreshed look, purified skin, minimized appearance of pores, and
increased appearance of volume and density.
ageLOC LumiSpa uses proprietary Micropulse Oscillation technology,
action that draws out dirt, oil, makeup, pollutants, and toxins and lifts
them away without irritating skin while helping to support healthy skin
proteins.
Soft silicone treatment heads are embedded with antimicrobial silver
and are more hygienic, less abrasive, and easier to clean than bristle
heads commonly found on the market.
CLINICALLY PROVEN 
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FACIAL SERVICES
" Love Your Skin "

Goodbye gravity

Hel lo f i rmer

Younger- looking skin

Tone your skin

Anti-aging treatment 

Help stressed,  t i red 

Book Now



  
SKIN REJUVENATION

Target the visible signs of skin
ageing at the source with our
ageLOC ingredients

Help stressed, tired skin look
younger and revitalised

Help to decrease the appearance
of fine lines and wrinkles around
your mouth, eyes, and forehead.

The results of clinical 

Facial Service 


